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Cottonwood Gulch Expeditions offers unique expeditions rooted in the culture and landscape of 
the American Southwest. Our programs offer an opportunity to immerse yourself in the majestic 
land and cultural heritage of the American Southwest. At the Gulch, we’ll inspire you with all of 
the places we explore, we will take you on world-class backpacking and hiking trails, connect 
you with hands-on science and nature, and engage you in the art and culture of the Southwest. 



Letter from the 

Executive director
Jordan Stone

Atypical, yet successful. That is how I would 
describe the last year at Cottonwood Gulch. 
Putting together this report has given us a 
chance to sit down, exhale, and feel pride 
in what we have accomplished in the Gulch 
community over the last year. 

What a year of change! As the pandemic 
persisted, we heard again and again from 
trekkers, teachers, and parents about the 
importance of programs like ours. In a year 
when kids were isolated and stuck in front of 
screens much of the day, the Gulch offered 
an opportunity to live outdoors as part of a 
caring, adventurous community. We had to 
alter things to make our programs happen 
during a pandemic--new COVID protocols, 
smaller groups, outdoor meals, and more-
-which gave an atypical discomfort to those 
of us who were accustomed to “normal” 
Gulch treks. It wasn’t simple, but we made it 
happen, and I hope you can share a sense of 
pride in all that we were able to accomplish 
in the last year. Here is a snapshot of what 
that looks like: 

 – Over 1,000 trekkers and young adults 
participated in Cottonwood Gulch 
Treks in 2021.

 – We finalized a Strategic Plan to guide 
the organization into our 100th year 
(2026!).

 – Our summer treks and school treks 
were COVID-free.

 – We are in good financial shape, with 
cash reserves and a successful track 
record of high-quality programs and 
partnerships.

 – Our Basecamp facilities (old and new!) 
are in excellent condition thanks to 
efforts from our staff and volunteers.

 – We have a committed community that 
shows up when we need them -- donors, 
volunteers, staff, board members, 
parents, teachers, and trekkers. 

We are excited for what 2022 brings, and 
we hope each of you will find a way to join 
us, on a trek, during a volunteer weekend, 
or even on the phone. Thank you for your 
continued support.



It is an honor to take my place in this role; I send huge thanks to Greg Barker for 
his leadership as Chair for the last four years.  I am excited to be starting when our 
new strategic plan will guide the Gulch. The plan sets priorities that move us toward 
being relevant, inclusive, connected, environmentally aware, financially secure, and 
operationally efficient. My role will be to support those priorities and build the strongest 

Board team possible.

In the past year, we worked with over 1,000 trekkers. We have built a solid financial 
position thanks to generous donors and COVID relief grants. Basecamp projects have 
improved forest health and program facilities. We are also pushing efforts on diversity, 
equity, and inclusion at all levels of the organization. We have finalized a new strategic 
plan that will guide the organization for the next five years. I am grateful to have this 
robust platform from which to look to the future. As we embark upon our next 100 
years, the Gulch will focus on dynamic ways to engage with the world while staying 
true to our core strengths. We welcome the opportunity to confront the challenges of a 

rapidly changing world with our “can do” spirit.

Letter from the Board 

Chair
Marjorie Kittle
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“I first met the Gulch when bringing students from my elementary school out for a trip. When I 
walked into the kitchen at Basecamp and met Walter, I thought to myself, “I know what I want 
to do when I grow up. I want to work with Walter in this kitchen.” Instead, I went out to the 
Gulch and started up a mountain bike program as part of summer programming and
supported getting kids on bikes for two summers. 
One memorable moment, out of too many to count, was hiking up to the Mt. Taylor summit 
in the dark, and in the snow, with a group of 5th graders for sunrise. As we sat at the top and 
watched the sun come up over the Sandias and Albuquerque, we all felt strong and proud in 
a significantly different way from feeling accomplished in a classroom setting.
My oldest son, who grumbled at times about living out there all summer, credits the Gulch 
with asking him to grow up in ways not possible when surrounded by the comforts of his city, 
school, and community. I hold such gratitude that the Gulch brought him to these new places.”

Lisa Keck
Albuquerque Teacher and Gulch School Partner since 2009

Our partner schools this year 
include the following: 
Amy Biehl High School 
Discover U
eCademy 
Escuela Del Sol
Mandela International Magnet School
Monte del Sol
Mountain Mahogany
North Valley Academy

Robert F. Kennedy Charter School
Rio Grande School
Sandia Preparatory
Six Directions Indigenous School
South Valley Academy
South Valley Preparatory
Technology Leadership High School 
The Montessori Middle School
United World College

School Programs 



Students in 

Wilderness Initiative 

“I enjoyed being outside and having fun with my friends 
and teachers. I’m going to miss the people and the 

environment.”
-SIWI Student 

“The Students in Wilderness Initiative (SIWI), now in its fourth year, is a year-long program in 
partnership with The Wilderness Society that introduces 8th graders throughout New Mexico 
to public lands via both the classroom and outdoor experiences. This program consists of 10 
classroom sessions and 10 days of field-based learning, divided into day trips to nearby open 
spaces, overnight camping trips, and the opportunity to go backpacking in a New Mexican 
wilderness. The entire program focuses on New Mexico’s public lands and engages students 
in conversations regarding their own roles and relationships to the public spaces around 
them. CGE hopes to create investment and nurture stewardship of New Mexico wildlands and 
community open spaces through the SIWI program, as well as develop critical thinkers in New 
Mexico’s next generation.” 

“Thank you for taking care of us as we go outside, with 
our friends. I’m so happy I got to see my friends after a 
year of being inside and I’ve had a great time learning 

about wilderness in New Mexico!”
-SIWI Student



Summer Programs

This summer we hosted 133 unique trekkers, who spent 
a total of 3,074 days in the field on epic outdoor and 

educational adventures in the Southwest.

Words from the Trekkers



Lucy Beckman, Semester in the Southwest

“The Southwest is like nowhere else in the world. 
The past couple of months I’ve spent here have 
made an incredible impression on me. Learning 
to live, work, and experience day to day life with a 
small group has given me the perspective I will take 
with me to college, and onward. I am so grateful to 
have experienced the changing aspens, vast New 
Mexico sky, and staggering canyons.”

Anonymous, Art & Music Trek

“I grew most in my ability to socialize and push 
myself.  I was most challenged by the physical 
aspects but I made it through.  I think going forward 
I will have more confidence.”

Holly Parkin, Mountain Desert Trek

“I did things I had only ever dreamed of.  I was 
challenged in seeing if I could have the best summer 
ever - and I did! Being here has made me want to 
be outside even more than I already have and I will 
definitely do even bigger things because I came 
here.”

Words from the Trekkers



“I was a summer camp counselor back 
when the Zuni Youth Enrichment Project 
(ZYEP) just started and our outdoor retreat 
was run by Cottonwood Gulch. As a partici-
pant, those experiences were life-changing 
for me. I was able to be vulnerable in a safe 
space and do activities that helped me grow 
as a young leader. From the entire summer 
experience, our time with the Gulch was 
always a highlight. Fast forward to today, I 
am now the Youth Development Coordina-
tor for ZYEP and am so proud to say that we 
continue to partner with the Gulch to facil-
itate our outdoor retreats for our summer 
camp counselors. To be on the other side 
and learn from the Gulch ways to coordinate 

and facilitate these meaningful experienc-
es helps me be better at my job. The Gulch 
inspires us to grow as an organization. We 
see the impact their programming and their 
guides have on our youth, which then allows 
them to be better mentors for Zuni youth. 
I believe the best strength of the Gulch is 
the awesome people working the trips. The 
people who run the Gulch retreats are 
incredible individuals who I trust and 
truly enjoy being around. Thank you, Cot-
tonwood Gulch, for all the various ways you 
have made a positive impact on ZYEP, the 
Zuni community, and myself.”

-ZYEP Tahlia Natachu

Partnerships

Most summer programs had the opportunity to help with Chizh 
for Cheii, “Firewood for Grandpa”, an organization focused on 
providing fire and cooking wood for seniors in the Navajo Nation 
and Zuni Pueblo. Outfit Expedition trekker pictured here!



The Forest Stewards Guild (pictured here) is happy to find a home base at Cottonwood Gulch 
for our Youth Corps fire and chainsaw trainings and when we work on collaborative prescribed 
burns in the area. The support they provide our program helps us complete our work on 

forested landscapes across New Mexico. 
Sam Berry

Southwest Fire and Fuels Program Manager
The Forest Stewards Guild

Cottonwood Gulch Expeditions 
was fortunate enough to partner 
with many organizations this 
year, a small portion represented 

in this page. Partners included:

 The Forest Stewards Guild

Zuni Youth Enrichment Project

Ancestral Lands Conservation 
Corps (pictured here)

Chizh for Cheii

 NOLS Wilderness Medicine

 SheJumps

 Bachechi Open Space 



In Memory of Madeline Henio Chavez

The family of Madeline H. Chavez wants to express our heartfelt appreciation of the assist that was received 
during the memorial event on August 14.  

Your generous donation of time, food, setting up of the tents, serving of the meal was so awesome and 
monumental.   We did express our appreciation on that day, but feel it wasn’t enough.  It made our hearts 
happy we have family, friends and long-time alumni spent that the day with the Henio, Chavez, and Cloud 
family.   You are all appreciated, love each and everyone that was present.  We pray that you are all blessed 

with your need.  Navajo poem;
 “Beauty is before

me
 Beauty is behind

me
 Beauty is above

me
 Beauty is below

me
 I walk in beauty!”

-Tommy and Irene Henio

“There was this one time during our first backpack 
through the San Juan Mountains that I realized I 
hadn’t been asking the right questions when 
signing up for a 6-week trek throughout the 
southwest. Before – in the middle of quarantine 
– I joined thinking: it’s my sophomore year of high 
school, what could I lose? Instead, I should have 
been thinking: what do I have to gain? And on top 
of Ruby Overlook, I, a Floridian standing at 13,000 
feet with crushed lungs, a sore back, and the 
feeling like I was on top of the world, and I found 
that I had gained everything: lifelong friends, 
an unforgettable experience, perspective, and 

an open mind.”
Sing To 

MDT 2021

“Before trekking with Cottonwood Gulch, I had a lot of doubts flowing through my head: 
would I really enjoy 6 weeks out in the middle of nowhere? Would I be able to live without my 
phone? What if I didn’t like the people I ended up with?     
I finally told myself that I would just try it out and see how it goes. Little did I know that (it) 
would be the best decision I could have made. Through the Gulch, I was able to learn to open 
up to people, not be afraid to try new things, and appreciate things the way they are.  
It was totally, 100%, worth it.”                                                                                                                      

Chung To
MDT 2021

Sing

Chung



The MEMORY SIT down
I was a trekker for three 
summers during the early 
1980s.  I have returned to 
the Gulch several times in 
recent years as a volunteer 
Basecamp staff member, 
teaching pottery, guitar, and 
songwriting.

Though I didn’t fully 
understand it until middle 
age, my experiences at 
the Gulch shaped me in 
profound ways.  For example, 
after my mother’s death ten 
years ago, I picked up my 
guitar, searched for words to 
express my grief, and wrote 
my first song. Where did I 
get the idea to connect with 
others through music, and 
that some feelings are easier 
to sing than to say? Surely 
it was the Gulch, singing 
“Cottonwoods” and “Rock 
Me To Sleep” at the end of 
an intense, life-changing 
summer some forty years 
ago. As a young trekker I 

struggled to process what 
I had shared with my new 
Gulch family, the love I felt 
so deeply for them, and 
my sadness about saying 
goodbye. I didn’t have the 
words or a way to express 
these feelings, but the songs 
did. 

Cottonwood Gulch gave 
me--and all of us--the 
space, the time, sky, and 
the stars to put it into 
perspective. 
I recall a line from the song 
“Cottonwoods” that goes, 
“Is it true what they say 
how some things never 
end?” Nearly forty years on 
from when I first set foot at 
Basecamp, I can confidently 
say the answer is “Yes.”

Cottonwood Gulch is 
always at the top of my 
giving list, and not just 
because of the personal 
connection. 

I know from seeing it first-
hand during recent visits 
that the organization is 
incredibly well-run. The 
dedication, work ethic, 
and professionalism of the 
staff and board are truly 
remarkable. 

I hope that my modest 
donations will make a 
small difference, whether 
it is upgrading Basecamp 
facilities, repairing a truck, or 
expanding the organization’s 
reach to more young people. 

Jamie Kresberg
Prairie Trek 1982-1984

Parent of Trekkers 2014-
2016

Visiting Scholar 
2017-present

Jamie Kresberg(left) & Family



Thank you to the Donors of Oct. 2020- Sept. 2021

Cottonwood ($5,000 and up)
Daniel Aibel
Ray Barbehenn and Patricia Little
J.M.R. Barker Foundation
Martin and Else Berman
Bernalillo County
Betsy and John Bloch
Franklin Conklin Foundation
Peter and Joan V Fortune
Jameson French
French Foundation Trust
Amy Golodetz and Gregory Leech
Tracy and Henry Hooper
Thomas Hyde
Theresa Kavanaugh and John 
Lienhard
Lucy Kluckhohn Jones
William and Deborah Korol
James Kresberg
Ellen and Neil Macneale
Richard and Molly Madden
Teresa and John Mayer
Richard and Judy McGinnis
Garret Meyer
Scott Pierce
Stephen Sedam
Barbara and Elwood Stone
Peter Stone
Catherine Turner
U.S. Forest Service
The Wilderness Society

Ponderosa ($2,500-$4,999)
Courtney Burton
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Lawrence Hooper
Douglas Johnson
Alice Kodama
Dena Leibman and Marijke Torfs
Andrea Meditch
Kathleen and Scott Morse
Lynn and Jorgen Overgaard
Joan and Thomas Shanley
Austin Troy and Sheryl Glubok
Ted Uihlein

Douglas Fir ($1,000-$2,499)
Apple Computer
Laurence Barker
Jonathan and Gina Blatt
Leigh and Nancy Caplan
Cordova CPAs
Robert Cory
Donner Foundation
Thomas and Eleanor Elkinton
Douglas Erwin
Lee and Ann Farnham
Martha Gearhart
Nancy Gehlbach
Leslie Gordon
Matthew Grayson
Hooper Foundation
Margery Howe

Margaret Shaklee and Hillis Howie
ICF International
Scott Johnson
Leon & Judith Jones
Jonathan Kohn
Susan and Raymond Kwasnick
Millie and Michael LaFontaine
Charlie and Blyth Lord
Maura Harway and Richard Mark
Charlotte and Peter Merrell
Bill Milius
Michael and Michele Nathan
Jack and Sue Oviatt
Thomas Lloyd and Grace Phillips
Ellen Relkin and Alan Rojer
Lee and Richard Schultz
William and Susan Schwartz
Steven Stogel and Cheryl Melinda 
Allen

Ellen Madden and Jordan Stone
Robin Torrence
Colin and Sally Towner
Ann Vonnegut-Frieling and 
Christopher Von Frieling
Jane and Sapir Weiss
Thierry Wilbrandt
Marjorie Kittle and David Williams
Wendy Wolf
Ann and Robert Zemsky
Courtney and Jeff Zemsky
Gregory Zimet and Lynne Sturm

Piñon ($500-$999)
Rob Arken
Greg Barker and Jane Chipman
Seth Battis
Linda Lilienfield Boyce
Theodore Chase
Thomas and Michele Davidson
Nathaniel and Lucy Day
Lida and Michael Exstein
James Fowler
Richard Freeman
Lucy French
Tom Hecht and Susan Korrick
Gregg Henry and Wenda Trevathan
Ned and Kelly Hooper
Jeffrey Johnson
Jan Eric Juterbock
James and Laura Karlow
Barbara and Jay Kittle
Elizabeth Sherwood Kubie and James 
Kubie
Roy Langenberg
Nita Larronde
Harold Leupp
Nina and John Lipkowitz
Susan Littlewood
Margaret Macneale and Gary Cohen
William Mann
Connor McGinnis
Rory and Jessica McGuire
Ervand Peterson

Ira Polans
Melissa Ray
Laura Sammons
John Stix
Leslie Crary and Andrew Stoloff
Peggy and Michael Touff
Louise Waldstein and Marvin Martin
John and Paula Wehmiller
Jane Wenzel

Juniper ($100-$499)
Abiquiu Friends Textile Studio
Luther Allen
William Alschuler
Peter Asten
Noah Barnett
John Baron
Erin Bear
William Becker
Rachel Belash
Scott Bernstein
Thomas and Sarah Billings
Deborah Binder and Gaetan Veilleux
Elizabeth Blair
Brian Blicker
Charles Bookwalter
John Burns
Hugh Camitta and Louise Snyder
Vertrees Canby
Bonnie Chavez
JoAnn Novoson and Carl Christensen
Richard Chute
Emily Clark
Eliza and Thomas Cleveland
Andrew Clinkscales
Walter Cloud and Melvina Jones
Edward Coates
Christopher Cohen
Henry Colomb
Paul Cowden
Blake Crawford
Ellen Davidson
Margaret Dean
John Deklyen
Nora and Ellen Denker
James Donovan
Liz and Scott Doubleday
Peter Drescher
Peter Ehrlich
Kenneth Eisner
Martha Klepack Flanigan
Dan Forer
Victoria and Robert Fortune
Mark Udall and Maggie Fox
Christine and Michael Frade
Emily Franke and Jack Laskowski
Jennifer Friedman and Janet Paskin
Andrew Gilmour and Carol Hansen
Marion and Michael Goodkind
Andrew’s Wellness Works, LLC
Jeffrey Gray
Gail and David Greenberg
Sarah Jane Grossbard



Richard Grossman
Luke Gullickson
Jonathan Hagstrum and Catherine 
Paddock
Stewart Hall
Ann Hamze
Andrew Gilmour and Carol Hansen
Robert Haskell
Michael Hays
Ellen and Martin Herbordt
James Herman
Dan Freedman and Mary Anne Hess
Don and Ann Hines
Sam Hitz
John Hixon
Geoffrey Gretton and Dorothy 
Hoskins
Catherine Koons-Hubbard and John 
Hubbard
Brian Huttenburg
Don Jackson
Mark and Judith Jeffrey
Jefferson Johnson
Lawrence Weisberg and Rebecca 
Johnson

Dale Kaiser
James Kessler
Harry and Mary Klaff
Anna Carr and Kenneth Kodama
Roy Korn
Michael and Kathleen Krall
Chester Kubit
Trammell Lacey
Peter LaFontaine
John Laing
Anne Lamb
G Landrigan
Daniel Laskin
Kent Lathrop
William Lazarus
Kimberly Leppert
Thomas Burnett and Amy Lessner
Sara Levine
Jerome Lidz and Melinda Grier
Eve Zimmerman and Seth Lloyd
Charles Lowenhaupt
Joan Ramage Macdonald
Kate Macneale and Adam Welman
Maura Harway and Richard Mark
Geraldine and Max Markovitz
Nancy Mayer and Chris Myers
Gretchen McElroy
The McKee Foundation
William Mendelsohn and Lorie Kram
Ruthie Merrell
Barbara Mitchell
Douglas Montgomery
Richard Moog and Patricia Martin
Kimbo and Ellena Mundy
Joseph and Elaine Murphy
Harold and Janet Nass
Lawrence Nees
Jennifer Borden
Buck O’herin
Anne Louise and Leonard Oliphant

Malcolm Panthaki
Lisa and Jarret Pearl
Mary Pearson
John Pfaltz
Sybille and Jeff Pilgrim
Christine and Douglas Preston
Jed Rakoff
William Redpath
Harley Rhodehamel
William Rhodehamel
Michael Richmond
Ben Robinson
Robert Robinson
David and Heidi Rogers
Bruce Rosenblum
Robert Ruben
Mike Salmanson and Tobi Zemsky
Julia and Brent Samter
Lucy Scanlon
Ange Schauerte
Joseph and Mary
Bernard Schrader
William and Susan Schwartz
Scott Simons
Samuel Sloan
John and Joanne Smale
Noura Smith
Kim Strubbe
Deborah Swartz and Mark Elson
Bryson Thompson
Samantha Tidmore
Colin and Sally Towner
Joseph Traugott
Brigitta Troy
John Ullman and Irene Namkung
Mark and Julia Ikai Van Noppen
Laurie and Andre Ware
Harriett and Jim Warren
Aaron Weiss
Katherine Wells-Wheeler
Kate Macneale and Adam Welman
Tristan and Michelle Wilbrandt
Loretta Witt
Jonathan Krant and Katie Wolfgang
Gregory Wood and Linda Van Ligten
Holly Young
Katherine and Jeff Zalusky

Aspen ($1-$99)
Peter Abrons
Sandra Anderson
Anonymous
John Atwood

Tori and Matthew Baker-White
Carolyn and Rand Barthel
Jeffrey Buchsbaum
Elojia Cloud-Becenti
Andrew Coultas
Teresa Dahle
Dragonwolf Wordsmithing
Cornelia Emlen
Mary Ann Fisher
Michelle Marie

Jennie French
Camille Gabriel
Robert Goldwasser
Matthew Gretton
Melissa Haims
Todd Haines
Glenda Hubbard
Paxton Hyde
Eytan Krasilovsky
Kristen and Darren Magas
Tyler Marchant
Jill Markovitz
David Marks and Roberta Tovey
Katerine Masur
Wendy Maynard
Charlotte Melin and Matthew Rohn
Tona and Kent Mortensen
Sally Newhall
Sara Nosanchuk
Jenna Perelman
Jenny Price
Steven and Annie Saslow
Kathleen and Thomas Schrader
Jennifer Sharp
John Sheppard
Jared Skinner
Kacie Smith
John Somerville
Cathy Stone
Kayla Strickler
David Marks and Roberta Tovey
Herbert Trix
Romilda Vane
Robert Warren
Marian Wilson

This list represents donors to  
Cottonwood Gulch Expeditions 
from October 1, 2020 to September 
30, 2021. We did our best to list 
all the donors. If your name or 
organizations name does not 
appear here and we missed it, 
please contact us.  Thank you for 

your support!



Looking Ahead: A Strategic Direction for the Gulch

Coming to life in a grove of cottonwoods off a dusty road outside Thoreau, New Mexico, 
Cottonwood Gulch Expeditions (The Gulch) recently turned 95 years of age. Over this period, 

hundreds of trekkers and staff forged strong traditions – respect for nature, appreciation 
of diverse cultures, individual resilience partnered with teamwork. As we embark upon our 

next 100 years, The Gulch realizes that the compelling needs of the next century require 
us to focus on new, dynamic ways to engage with the world while staying true to our core 

strengths. Through a new strategic plan, we have cleared a path toward a revitalized future 
for our students, our staff, and the land we cherish. 

Under the direction of a consultant, Building Beloved Communities, the Board of Directors 
worked for over a year alongside a special Strategic Planning Team, our partners in 

education, our Indigenous neighbors, alumni, donors, and many other stakeholders to 
craft the plan is summarized here. Based on their input, we affirmed our Mission – who we 
are; our Vision – the ultimate aim of our efforts; 11 Values – how we act; and four Strategic 

Directions – what we will do to achieve our Mission.

Mission
Cottonwood Gulch creates outdoor learning adventures for youth from all backgrounds that 
foster personal growth, strengthen community, and inspire stewardship of the natural world.

Vision
Cottonwood Gulch envisions a global community grounded in reverence for the 

Southwestern U.S., and respect for the lands, waters, and human cultures of the world.

Values
Live in community, steward the environment, expand access, be inclusive and welcoming, 
embrace challenges, manage risk, instill a spirit of adventure, honor native and indigenous 
communities, educate through immersive and place-based learning, nurture partnerships, 

foster personal responsibility.
 

Strategic Directions 2021-2026
• Strategic Direction #1: Inspiring Programs, Immersive learning for a changing world
• Strategic Direction #2: Strengthen and Diversify the Gulch Community
• Strategic Direction #3: Model Environmental Stewardship
• Strategic Direction #4: Invest in our Operations and Infrastructure

We welcome the opportunity to confront the challenges of a rapidly changing world with 
The Gulch “can do” spirit. Our focus will be on helping trekkers build knowledge, skills, 

and inspiration to creatively tackle some of the world’s biggest challenges: climate change, 
intercultural understanding, digital citizenship, land stewardship, food, everyday social-

emotional skills, and more. We will provide more information on these strategic directions in 
the coming months--stay tuned!



Income
Contributions
Grants & Foundation Support
Federal & Local Government Agreements
Program Tuition
Other Income

Total
PPP/CARES Act Support

Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Direct Program Expenses
Facilities 
Overhead
Capital Improvements

Total

$470,504.32
$221,500.00
$126,321.45
$555,194.47

$8,464.46

$1,381,984.70
$255,197.89

$616,962.25
$182,609.18

$43,759.94
$140,404.52

$61,432.55

$1,045,168.44

The numbers



It has been a challenging, wonderful year.  Thank you for all 
your support.  We look forward to your continued engagement 

as we build toward an even better 2022.

The red rocks of New Mexico have always elicited a special feeling in those familiar with 
Cottonwood Gulch. Whether it was the first glimpse from the window of the train indicating 

your imminent arrival in Gallup or listening to a distant freight train echo over the rocks 
as you gazed out from the old Andrew’s Ranch campsite, the red rocks provide an ever-

changing yet stable backdrop to the trek experience. The Red Rocks Society has been formed 
to recognize those individuals who choose to contribute in a manner reflective of the rocks 

themselves -- solid, durable, and worthy of respect.

The Red Rocks Society are members of the Cottonwood Gulch community who have chosent 
to make deferred gifts as part of their estate planning. We invite you to join the Red Rocks 
Society: please contact Jordan Stone, Executive Director for more information. director@

cottonwoodgulch.org 

The Red Rocks Society: Planned Giving for the Gulch


